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Space for every
generation.
The bathroom of the future, planned today.
Anyone who is planning a new bathroom or renovating their bathroom wants one thing
above all else: a beautiful design. The topic of accessibility can only be brought into line
with the aesthetic requirements to a limited extent. Traditional accessible bathrooms or
bathrooms adapted for the elderly are strongly reminiscent of sterile care facilities. But the
number of elderly people is continually increasing, requiring a rethink in room planning.
For the bathroom, this means that it should not look as though it has been specially
designed for people with limitations. Rather, the modern bathroom must be suitable for
multiple generations. Comfortable, functional, technically safe and visually appealing.

Universal Design meets these requirements. The new and well thought out design concept
makes the bathroom usable for everyone – regardless of age and individual constitution.
Young people feel as comfortable here as people who are dependent on a wheelchair or
other support for reasons of age or health.

Universal Design stands for building with foresight. Today, a bench under the shower is used
to easily rinse a child off. Tomorrow, it is the perfect seating for a relaxed shower. And the
day after tomorrow, it becomes a practical aid when mobility is limited. A bathroom which
is planned according to this innovative design principle therefore promises great convenience,
comfort and safety even in old age – with no structural adaptations.
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Well-being in old
age, a question of
design.
Designing residential and living spaces for the future
The proportion of elderly people in the total population of Germany is increasing. Today, every fourth person in
Germany is over the age of 65. According to forecasts by the Federal Statistical Ofﬁce, one third will have reached
or passed this age by 2050. This is a result of the low birth rate in current generations on the one hand and the
increasing life expectancy on the other. Owing to good medical care, the duration of the “twilight years” is, for
many people, already longer than their childhood and youth combined. This requires a rethink in the design of
residential and living spaces. So that the older generations can also enjoy life.
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The desire to live without limitations
The 65-plus age group of today and tomorrow doesn’t feel old and is more active than ever. As a result, golden
agers want to live in their own apartment or in their own house for as long as possible – ideally without limitations
on their mobility. However, physical ﬁtness and mental vitality decreases with increasing age. This can have a
variety of causes.

Loss of memory

Osteoporosis

Deterioration in memory performance, language and

Loss of bone mass and structure. The resulting loss of

practical skills, which is particularly limiting for people

skeletal stability is not just painful; it can also lead to

who live alone (dementia).

dangerous bone fractures.

Eye problems

Loss of dexterity

From short-sightedness to cataracts, many eye prob-

Deterioration of ﬁne and gross motor skills, precise

lems only appear with increasing age.

movements are more difﬁcult to control.

Loss of strength

Sports injuries

Muscle mass diminishes with age, leading to a sig-

Contusions, broken bones or injuries to tendons, liga-

niﬁcant reduction in pure muscle/muscle impulse

ments and muscles often lead to signiﬁcant limitations

strength and muscle stamina and making the simplest

in terms of freedom of movement and entail long-term

day-to-day movements more difﬁcult.

regeneration therapies.
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Disabled accessible?
Barrier-free? Both!
An overview of DIN 18040
A Universal Design room concept takes everyone into account, regardless of their physical abilities and their
constitution. In order for a room to be usable by those who are limited by disabilities, it must fulfil key criteria.
These are set out in the DIN standard 18040 Part 1 and 2.

In particular, the needs of people with visual impairment, blindness, hearing impairment or motor disabilities are
taken into account here. The following applies to Universal Design bathrooms: the use of different colours, contrasts
and feels should help with easy orientation in the room. In addition, the bathroom must be not just “barrier-free”,
but also “wheelchair and disabled accessible” – two terms which are often falsely equated with one another. The
difference is deﬁned in the 2nd part of the DIN standard: wheelchair accessible construction requirements are
indicated with a capital R. For example, a room is only considered to be “wheelchair accessible” from a movement
area of 150 x 150 cm, while 120 x 120 cm is sufﬁcient for classiﬁcation as a “barrier-free bathroom”.
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Consequences for bathroom planning
Speciﬁc requirements for bathroom design result from Parts 1 and 2 of the DIN standard. Throughout the bathroom,
from the shower down to the tile colour and surface, there are a multitude of details to be taken into account during
modernisation or in a new build. The sterile “white-on-white” look is a thing of the past with the standard since
colours and contrasts are speciﬁcally required here. The following measures ensure that all requirements are met.

 Flush-to-ﬂoor showers with anti-slip ﬂoor covering in accordance with R 9 according to BGR rule 181
 Wheelchair adapted washbasins/washbasin supporting structures
 Toilet with a seat height of 46 – 48 cm and sufﬁcient movement space in front of it
 Contrasts in the colour scheme for clear differentiation (use of two colours)
 Use of a variety of materials and surfaces for sensory orientation in the room
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Tested
system

Quick and
reliable to ﬁt

Thermally insulating
and low emissions

100% waterproof
throughout the system
Individually
customisable

Particularly stable
surface ﬁnish

kg
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The modular
wedi system.
For safety and comfort in a multi-generational bathroom
The wedi system world opens up countless possibilities for designing bathrooms and wet rooms according to
requirements. Thanks to the modular construction and the broad selection of system solutions, entirely new
room concepts can be realised in a modern style. The perfect foundation for a Universal Design bathroom.

From the ﬂoor element to the ceiling cladding, from individual products to complete systems, from prefabricated
elements to individual design objects – all products and system solutions are perfectly coordinated and make
the bathroom usable for all generations, regardless of age or constitution. Furthermore, all wedi products are
certiﬁed for use in wet rooms according to German and European standards, and are 100 % waterproof. And
best of all: wedi offers everything in one place. For lasting safety, maximum comfort and quick, easy installation.

The CE labelling of the wedi

Systems from wedi are labelled

The barrier-free wedi products

The modular system solutions

products documents their tested

according to French VOC regula-

have been tested, assessed and

from wedi have a wide range

and approved use as a sealing

tions. A+ stands for exceptionally

certiﬁed for their conformity by

of differing technical building

system for wet rooms.

low emission, non-hazardous

the DIN CERT CO organisation

approvals and test certiﬁcates.

product systems.

for conformity assessments.
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Universal Design.
Two bathroom
concepts, one
provider.
Universal Design made by wedi
Safety, comfort and design – the needs of people of all generations and any physical constitution must be brought
into line with one another when planning a bathroom. wedi shows how it works – with clever room planning
for the forward-thinking bathroom. wedi offers a multitude of modular product and system solutions for both
the private domain and public care institutions.

Private bathroom

Care institution bathroom

Wheelchair adapted washbasin structures, a spacious

Comfortable seating under the shower and an extra-

shower area and plenty of freedom for movement –

large area for wheelchair users – in wedi bathrooms

in a Universal Design bathroom from wedi, all system

for care institutions and hospitals, all of the require-

components are perfectly coordinated and thus offer

ments of a barrier-free Universal Design bathroom

the maximum amount of comfort and safety for

are met. The result is a functional and at the same

day-to-day body care. Strong contrasts in the colour

time comfortable bathroom for people of any age

selection and surface texture also create good orien-

and in any physical condition.

tation in the multi-generational bathroom.
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Private bathroom 1
pages 12-15
Private bathroom 2
pages 16-21

Private bathroom 3
pages 22-25

Care institution bathroom
pages 26-29
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Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

Private bathroom 2

Private bathroom 1

B

A

C

A

Wheelchair adapted

B

Fixing set for shower ﬁttings

C

Flush-to-ﬂoor shower

washbasin structure

For a secure hold under tiles. Heavy

The spacious, open shower,

The washbasin structure realised

objects such as ﬁttings or glass doors

realised here with a Fundo Primo

using a wedi building board creates

can be safely and stably installed

floor element, allows for comfort-

additional storage options next to

using the wedi Tools ﬁxing set.

able showering both standing and

the washbasin and ensures the

sitting thanks to a folding seat.

maximum freedom of movement.
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Private bathroom 1
Private bathroom 2

Freedom of
movement in a
small bathroom.
The spacious shower and wheelchair adapted washbasin create enough space and plenty of freedom of movement
in the bathroom. Additional features such as the clever mirror shelf, the practical sliding glass door and the foldable

Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

shower seat made day-to-day body care particularly comfortable.
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Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

Private bathroom 2

Private bathroom 1

C

B

A

A

Bathtub structure with seat

B

Practical bench in the shower

C

Prefabricated toilet front

Space for bathing and space to sit,

The various benches in the wedi

wall installation

combined into just one structure. The

Sanoasa range, seen here as a

With the wedi I-Board prefabricated

practical wedi Bathboard tub cladding

straight model, offer people of any

element, front wall installations for

is ideal for expansion to include a

age comfortable and at the same

toilets can be built easily, safely and

seating option, based on the wedi

time safe seating under the shower.

quickly.

building board.
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This bathroom offers plenty of space for a functional room concept, implemented stylishly and safely. Starting from
the large ﬂush-to-ﬂoor shower with comfortable bench, through the bathtub structure with seating option, to the

Private bathroom 1
Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

clever front wall installation with integrated storage space.

Private bathroom 2

Maximum comfort
at any age.
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A

C
B

A

Wheelchair accessible

B

Large ﬂoor element

C

Sound insulation

washbasin structure

The ﬂush-to-ﬂoor Fundo Primo shower

under the shower

The wheelchair accessible and robust

element, shown here in extra-large

Irritating noises resulting from falling

washbasin structure, realised using a

size with classic point drainage, is

water and footstep noise can be

wedi building board, which offers

wheelchair accessible thanks to the

reduced to a minimum thanks to the

plenty of space for storing bathroom

extremely durable material and offers

wedi Nonstep Pro sound insulation

accessories is specially designed for

plenty of space while showering.

mat which is laid directly under the

the Universal Design room concept.

ﬂoor element.
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Private bathroom 1
Private bathroom 2

Functional and
beautiful at the
same time.
The functionality of the room concept lies in the detail: beginning with the free-ﬂoating wheelchair accessible
washbasin, the practical niche cupboard for washing machine and drier, through to the sound insulation mat

Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

under the large shower area. Safe, comfortable and usable by everyone.
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Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

Private bathroom 2

Private bathroom 1

A

C

B

A

Practical shelf and

B

Comfortable bench

C

Functional

storage spaces

under the shower

washbasin structure

Where space-consuming shelves

Not just for the elderly, but also

The large washstand with base

would be a hindrance, the wedi

for mother and child, the wedi

cabinet made from a wedi building

Sanwell niche, integrated into the

Sanoasa bench offers safety and

board is not only the base for the

wall, offers plenty of space for

comfort for body care under the

basin, but also offers plenty of shelf

shower lotion, shampoo, etc..

shower.

and storage space.
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Both in front of the washbasin and in the shower there is enough space – even for a wheelchair. Thanks to a comfortable bench in combination with practical niche and handrail, showering is particularly comfortable and, at the
same time, safe. Additional details such as an adjustable mirror offer young and old the option of comfortable

Private bathroom 1
Private bathroom 2

Compact and with
no limitations.

Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

body care.
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Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

Private bathroom 2

Private bathroom 1

c

B

A

A

Wheelchair accessible

B

Individual wall structure

C

Practical ﬁxing set

ﬂush-to-ﬂoor shower

As a wall structure for almost all

Whether for ﬁttings, mirrors or

Thanks to its tremendous robust-

surfaces, the versatile wedi building

free-ﬂoating washbasin structures,

ness, the Solso ﬂoor element,

boards offer numerous beneﬁts.

the practical wedi Tools ﬁxing set

specially designed for PVC ﬂoor

They are waterproof, extremely

ensures a secure hold and stability

coverings, is wheelchair accessible

robust and individually tileable.

under the tiles.

and offers plenty of space for
patients and care staff.
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The puristic furnishing in a care institution allows people who are dependent on a wheelchair to reach any area
of the room without a problem. The focus is on the functional room concept, realised here with a compact,
wheelchair accessible washbasin and a large ﬂush-to-ﬂoor shower with practical folding seat and grab handle

Private bathroom 1
Private bathroom 2

Safety at the
highest level.

Care institution bathroom

Private bathroom 3

for maximum safety.
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More inspiration
for your bathroom
of the future.
Flush-to-ﬂoor showers  The wedi Fundo range
Flush-to-ﬂoor, wheelchair accessible and 100 % waterproof. The wedi Fundo ﬂoor elements with integrated slope
offer entirely new possibilities for the Universal Design bathroom. Whether with classic point drainage, elegant
linear drainage or as a complete system with integrated drain technology – the wedi Fundo ﬂoor elements are
available in a wide variety of sizes and designs. As a result, comfortable shower areas can be realised in “bathrooms
for every generation” which provide orientation in the room thanks to contrasting tiling and, owing to their excellent
robustness, are suitable for use with a wheelchair.
.
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wedi Solso
Especially for PVC ﬂoor coverings. wedi Solso is the unrivalled shower ﬂoor system for safe use in hospital wet
areas, as well as in private and public care facilities. The
ﬂoor elements can withstand even high pressure point
loads of up to 2.5 N/mm2, e.g. from wheelchairs and
walking aids, and allows for a water-tight seal between
the PVC ﬂoor covering and drain ﬁtting.

Drain grids and channel covers
Universal Design down to the smallest detail. That’s why wedi offers a large selection of high-quality drain grids
and channel covers made from solid stainless steel which lie ﬂush with the surface of the tiled ﬂoor element.

wedi building boards

wedi building boards XL/XXL

The basis for all wedi system solutions. They are

The wedi building boards in XXL format. With the two

100 % waterproof, extremely robust and available in

large variants, special shower partition walls can be

a variety of designs. Their multifunctional properties

implemented easily and quickly. This extremely robust

make it possible to design customised bathroom fur-

system solution is a real alternative to cumbersome

niture and structures. Barrier-free room concepts

wall structures.

according to Universal Design can thus be realised
easily, safely and quickly.
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wedi Sanoasa benches 1 – 4
The bench for all stages of life. Whether young or old, agile or physically limited, the various models of the wedi
Sanoasa bench offer comfort and safety at the same time. With a straight, bevelled or rounded seat edge and a
variety of widths or as a completely free-standing seat, the right variant is available for every taste and purpose.

Bench element
with slope

High stability support element
available in two widths

Perfect for a shower niche
between two walls
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wedi Sanoasa corner seat
Square, small and space-saving. The wedi corner seat is the perfect solution for anyone who doesn’t want to do
without a seating option, even in a compact shower. The stable seat can also optionally be retroﬁtted: simply
attach to the tiles using wedi 610 adhesive and sealant, done.

Simply strong:
load capacity of
Can also be installed

up to 150 kg

after tiling

wedi Sanwell niches
The wedi Sanwell niches can be perfectly integrated into the wall and serve as practical shelf space, e. g. for shower
accessories or towels. Because empty hands and empty surfaces also mean the greatest safety.
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Seize opportunities,
secure subsidies.
The best advice centres for your new bathroom
Investment in a Universal Design bathroom is an investment in the future. Some institutions subsidise the construction
or renovation of a barrier-free bathroom in accordance with DIN 18040. Whether it’s investment grants or loans on
favourable terms – the ideal subsidies are individually tailored to the renovation measures planned. Getting informed
pays off!

Nursing care insurance fund

Consumer protection centre

KFW-Bank

Under certain conditions, the

The Consumer protection centre

The biggest German development

nursing care insurance fund sub-

has ofﬁces in all Federal states.

bank supports “senior-friendly

sidises renovation measures with

Approximately 1,000 employees

conversions” with investment sub-

a grant of up to 4,000 Euros. An

not only provide advice on pri-

sidies and favourable loans. Here,

application for the grant should

vate consumption but also on the

combinations of different meas-

be submitted to the nursing care

topics of construction ﬁnancing,

ures, e.g. “burglary protection and

insurance fund with a cost esti-

banking and investment, and in-

accessibility improvement”, are

mate before the renovation meas-

surance.

particularly supported.

ures begin.

www.nullbarriere.de

www.verbraucherzentrale.de

www.kfw.de

Take advantage of your opportunities and secure a tailored subsidy for your barrier-free, intergenerational bathroom
of the future. Your personal wedi contact person will be happy to provide further assistance.
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